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Guest Editorial
Special Cluster on Functionalized Metasurface-Based

Covers and Unconventional Domes for Dynamic
Antenna Systems

I. INTRODUCTION TO SPECIAL CLUSTER

DOMES for antenna systems typically consist of single- or
multilayered dielectric sheets whose main objective is to

protect antenna arrays from the influence of outside environment
[1]. The rapid growth in the use of electromagnetic spectrum and
the need of integration of several functionalities within a single-
antenna system has led to even more challenging design of the
dome itself. Indeed, the design of an antenna dome is mainly
driven by the minimization of its impact on the performance of
the antenna system when pointing towards broadside direction,
scanning in elevation and/or azimuth or, more in general, during
any dynamic change of the radiated beam, leading to domes
as electromagnetically transparent as possible in the operative
angular and frequency bandwidth [2]. However, the presence of
an antenna cover and the inevitable interaction with the radiated
electromagnetic field may represent an interesting opportunity
for increasing the dynamic performance of the antenna system,
making the cover functionalized to realize a specific function.

In this scenario, metasurfaces have demonstrated to exhibit
the capability to mold the phase-front, amplitude profile, and
frequency of the interacting field, thanks to their engineerable
surface properties in space and time domains [3], [4], [5], [6].
Such artificial surfaces can be used to build antenna domes
with prescribed electromagnetic behaviors and even with new
features such as the property of being tunable or switchable,
thus resulting in a new class of devices: metasurface-enhanced
domes or “metadomes.” A metadome therefore is designed not
only for protecting the antenna system from the environment, but
also for engineering new radiating and electrical performance
of the antenna without the need to redesign the antenna system.

The objective of this Special Cluster is to collect the re-
cent advancements in this field and provide an overview of
the potential applications of this technology in the next gen-
eration antenna devices, with emphasis on metamaterial-based
enhancements enabling real-time control of their radiation
characteristics.
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TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF THE LETTERS IN THE SPECIAL CLUSTER

II. CONTRIBUTIONS

Overall, this Special Cluster has received 22 submissions,
of which 12 peer-reviewed letters are selected into this is-
sue after a rigorous review process. The 12 letters are from
46 authors of various academic institutions and industries
worldwide.

Each of the 12 letters of this cluster presents a different en-
gineered dome or metasurface-based cover for antenna systems
able to implement a specific functionality. Table I provides a
list of these letters, along with the authorship and investigated
functionality. In the following, we shall briefly introduce these
letters.

Yu and Kou [A1] propose a cover consisting of a cascade
of artificial surfaces for achieving angular selectivity of elec-
tromagnetic waves. An odd-mode resonant frequency selective
surface (FSS) is designed for obtaining varying frequency re-
sponses under different incident angles and polarizations. An
experimental verification demonstrates the perfect transmission
under TE polarization when a plane wave is impinging at 30°
with respect to the normal direction, validating the feasibility of
the design method.

Li et al. [A2] present an active metasurface lens loaded with
parallel-plate waveguide (PPW) able to improve the beam steer-
ing range and the sidelobe level (SLL). A linear PPW lens array
operating around 5.75 GHz is fabricated and measured, showing
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that the scanning coverage of lens antenna can reach ±60°, and
the SLL are below −15.7 dB within the ±50° field-of-view.

Shi et al. [A3] present an artificial antenna cover exhibiting
absorption properties in a wide frequency band (3–15 GHz),
except for a narrow frequency band where it is transparent for
the antenna system. The authors propose to use the proposed
cover in radar applications to enhance the anti-interference and
stealth performance of the antenna systems.

Whiting et al. [A4] propose a new method of designing
freeform GRIN lenses to be used in front an aperture antenna
using adjoint sensitivities to rapidly find the optimal solutions
within feasible material bounds that achieve the desired perfor-
mance goals.

Pawar et al. [A5] present the design of elliptical metasurface
cloaks to use with subwavelength spaced slot antennas for
curbing the adverse effects of mutual coupling between them.
It is demonstrated through simulation results that by enclosing
each radiating edge of the individual slots with these uniquely
designed metasurfaces, the slot antennas are decoupled in the
near field, without affecting the far-field radiation properties of
the slots.

Ramaccia et al. [A6] propose an approach based on an elec-
trically thin metasurface-based dome for the reduction of the
grating lobes, raising during angular scanning in antenna arrays.
A simple design procedure of the metasurface dome is described,
together with the antenna performance, evaluated through a
proper set of numerical experiments.

Young and Grbic [A7] present a metadome for an antenna
array consisting of an alignment of high-permittivity pillars of
varying diameter and height embedded in a lower permittivity
slab. The unit cells of the metadome can provide a 490° trans-
mission phase range with zero reflection and low loss. Full wave
simulations of a representative scan loss-reducing dome antenna
agree well with analytic calculations that assume an ideal phase
sheet.

Hodgkinson et al. [A8] report the design and test of an
artificial antenna cover exhibiting absorption properties in a wide
frequency band (1–11 GHz) and a transmission window around
5.5 GHz. The cover offers wideband absorption, low insertion
losses, and polarization insensitivity to the incident TM and TE
fields.

Dicandia and Genovesi [A9] present a novel wideband linear-
to-circular polarization converting metasurface composed by a
cascade of two identical fully metallic FSSs separated by an air
gap, able to operate over a 3 dB axial-ratio fractional bandwidth
of 25% for a normally impinging plane wave. The metasurface
provides a prominent robustness to oblique incidence, and it is
therefore suitable to be employed in radomes and dichroics.

Phaneuf and Mojabi [A10] propose to use space-time meta-
surfaces as microwave imaging system enclosures, able to be
reconfigured to implement different boundary conditions in
real-time, such as open space and perfect electric conductor
conditions.

Fallah et al. [A11] propose and study a beam-steering struc-
ture based on the interaction of antenna radiation with an
electron sheet with swiftly moving electrons with a constant

velocity. Such an electron-sheet metasurface, while uniform and
homogeneous in its composition, exhibits nonlocal response that
is dependent on the tangential component of the wave vector
impinging on it, enabling the synthesis of asymmetric radiation
patterns.

Finally, Paraskevopoulos et al. [A12] propose a cover for
aperture antennas made of a doublet of inhomogeneous lenses,
one divergent and one convergent, for aperture magnification.
It is useful for reusing already available medium-gain arrays
and bring them to a high gain, occupying a reduced volume as
compared to traditional lenses or multireflector systems.

In closing, the guest editors wish to express their gratitude
to Prof. C. Fumeaux, the editor-in-chief of the IEEE ANTEN-
NAS AND WIRELESS PROPAGATION LETTERS, for his constant
presence and support. A special thanks goes to Dr. C. Sideri,
the Editorial Assistant, for her professionalism and prompt
assistance. The guest editors would like to thank the authors
and the reviewers for their effort in this issue. We wish this
Special Cluster will inspire new ideas and applications for func-
tionalized artificial covers and metadome for antenna systems,
and new ways of exploiting the intriguing properties of artificial
electromagnetic structures that have not been explored yet.
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